This study aims at investigating to what extent the linguistic processes exhibited in creolization parallel those manifested by Arab learners of English in particular and those of child language and second/foreign language in general. Another aim of the study is to highlight the link between second/foreign language learning and historical change. To this end, the speech of two speakers of the Broad Jamaican Creole was compared with the performance of Saudi school and university learners of English as a foreign language and data from child language, with respect to the pronunciation of English inter-dental fricatives /θ/ and /ð/. The results show that learning in the above three situations takes place according to the same principles. Furthermore, the sound substitutions made in the three situations (i.e. [t], [d] respectively) are the same as those witnessed in historical sound change.
Introduction
The ultimate goal of linguists is to decipher the mystery of the logical problem of language learning. That is, linguists are concerned with how a normal five-year-old human child acquires mother tongue (c.f. Brown, 1973) . Another important aim of modern linguistic theory is to come up with language universals-that is principles according to which all human beings speak a language (see Greenberg, 1966) . Though it is important in the linguistic behaviour, the domain of phonology in second/foreign language learning and pidgin and creole languages has received little attention compared to the other aspects of language. Research has revealed that child language, second/foreign language learning and pidgin and creole languages are more or less related in terms of processing. Many phenomena in these fields have been shown to be similar (Cook, 1993; Bickerton, 1995; Washabaugh, 1977; Schumann, 1978 and Holm 2000) . Moreover, research on processes of pidginization and creolization has led to important advances in a number of areas of applied linguistics and theoretical linguistics (c.f. Holm, 2000) . In this study, the strategies of language learning reported in Mousa (1994) are compared to the process of creolization of two speakers of Board Jamaican Creole (Bailey, 1966) . The similarities between the two creole speakers and Mousa's (1994) learners will be highlighted drawing on the assumption that "the dynamics by which pidgins and creoles come into being and the development of the L2 learner's interlanguage might be governed by the same factors" (Cook, 1993: p. 69) . That is, in both situations the behaviour of those concerned is constrained by the principles of Universal Grammar, a genetically determined pre-disposition for language. Furthermore, we assume that second language learning, creolization and historical change are significantly linked in such a way that accounting for the behaviour of the first two is never precise in the absence of historical facts.
Literature Review
As an interesting and promising domain of linguistic research, the comparison of non-native language acquisition with pidginization/creolization has attracted a significant number of linguists. This is so, because researchers have come to realize that, in order to understand the behaviour of early and late second/foreign language learning, an appreciation of the processes involved in pidginization/depidginization, creolization/decreolization is a key issue (McLaughlin, 1987) . For instance, Baxter et al. (1978) , in their investigation of the Brazilian spoken dialect of Helvecia, observed a series of parallels with structures in early stages of L1 Portuguese acquisition.
In a comparison between the decreolization of the Guyanese Creole negation system and the acquisition of English negation by Spanish speakers, Schumann et al. (1978) found that the overall movement along the linguistic continuum in the two operations involved a rule change from a basilect/basilang preverbal negation to the target English post-copula auxiliary negation. Furthermore, it was observed that the above rule change in the situations was accomplished by identical linguistic processes-the replacement of surface forms and the restructuring of underlying units. Likewise, in the depidginization of Hawaiian Pidgin English, as reported by Bickerton and Odo (1976) , a continuum of development occurs which is similar to that produced in decreolization and second language acquisition. Patrick-Andre (2006) , in a recent study, has come to the conclusion that many of the features found in Haitian French-lexifier creoles do occur in L2 French and other interlanguages, as a result of L1 transfer and other acquisition processes. The investigation includes word-order within the noun phrase, pronominal clitics, absence of copula, grammatical gender, and verb movement. The major claim of the model of creole genesis advocated in the study which he calls gradualist/second language acquisition, is that creole genesis does not involve any specific mental processes or strategies other than those attested in ordinary second language acquisition. In Lefebvre et al. (2003) , a number of second language researchers and creolists engage in dialogues which focus on the processes characterizing various stages of L2 acquisition and creole genesis, such as relexification and transfer from L1 and their role in the initial state. The dialogues also cover morphological, phonological, semantic and syntactic properties of interlanguage grammar and creole grammars. Their findings lend support to the view that the same processes are found to shape the initial stages of the two situations.
Current Study
This study aims at investigating to what extent the linguistic processes exhibited in the creolization parallel those manifested by Mousa's (1994) learners in particular and those of child language and second/foreign language in general. In addition, it is assumed that foreign/second language learning and historical change are significantly linked in such a way that accounting for these learning situations is never precise without historical explanations. Thus, another aim of this study is to see to what extent the behaviour of the speakers of the Board Jamaican Creole and Mousa's learners exhibit facts of historical change. But before embarking on our investigation, introducing the Jamaican informants and the Saudi learners in Mousa's (1994) work is necessary.
Jamaican Informants
The informants are two speakers of what is called the Broad Jamaican Creole (Baily, 1966) The second informant, Mr. Norman (the driver henceforth), is from St. Mary in the north of Jamaica. He migrated to Britain when he was 17. Today he is 59 years old. He worked in two factories in Manchester, as a dry cleaner, and as a carpet fitter before he became a taxi-driver, which is his present job. He also studied for a while in Jamaica and took a course in reading and writing in Manchester. This means that he dealt and is still dealing with different people. Accordingly, his language is expected to be influenced more than that of the first informant.
Data Collection
Data gathering is based on three factors. Firstly, the author once lived with his informants for one year or so, which enabled him to observe a great deal of the properties of their speech. Secondly, the researchers had already taken permission from the two informants who welcomed the idea of investigating their language by any means. However, to avoid exaggeration and what is called observation paradox, the researcher chose to record their speech when they were unaware that he did so. This-it is hoped-would guarantee spontaneous, i.e. natural speech. Thirdly, in the process, he gave them separately a list of words and sentences to read, some of which are given in Table 1 . In addition, examples will be citied in the analysis from the informants' casual speech when appropriate. It is important to mention that the Jamaican Creole transcriptions in this study are based on Cassidy (1961) and Cassidy and Le Page (1967) , and the RP counterparts on Gimson (1980) and Roach (2000) . The data displayed in Table 1 contains information pertaining to the pronunciation of the interdentals /θ/ and /ð/ which are taken to be the focus of this investigation.
Transcribing and codifying data were done by the researcher himself, then checked by trained transcribers and a phonologist at the University of Bangor, North Wales. Data was coded manually to categorize the pronunciation of the fricatives in question in the spontaneous speech and list reading of the subjects. For reference regarding Jamaican talk of the subjects, Cassidy (1961) , Cassidy and Le Page (1967) , Bailey (1966) , and Holm (2000) were consulted. As for the Arabic speakers, the author referred to Basalamah (1990) and to his intuition as a native speaker of the dialect spoken by the Arab subjects.
A glance at the data in Table 1 and the informants' (Table 2) makes it clear that there are more differences between the English of our informants and that of RP speakers than their English and the one spoken by other speakers of the Broad Jamaican Creole in general (Cassidy, 1961; Cassidy & Le page, 1967; Wells, 1973 Wells, -1982 , among others. These differences will be explained in detail in the analysis.
Mousa's (1994) Study
The subjects of this study were 60 native speakers of Hejazi Urban Dialect (HUD), a variety of Arabic spoken in to 16 years. They had been studying English for three years, four hours a week. The second group was pupils of the third year at secondary school. They were between 17 and 18 years of age. They had been exposed to English for six years at a frequency of four hours a week. The third group was university undergraduate students (third year level). They studied different subjects. They had been studying English for nine academic years. In this study, the major aspects of the Saudi learner's interphonology were dealt with. The study drew on the concept of transfer (Broselow, 1983 (Broselow, , 1987 and markedness (Eckman, 1977) as two important factors that play major roles in shaping the learners' phonological acquisition. The analysis of the errors made by the learners was eclectic in that it was carried out in such a way that different theories of linear and non-linear phonology as well as theories of language acquisition both first and second, were employed. The study investigated the acquisition of English vowels, both monophthongs and diphthongs, the acquisition of some problematic English consonants for Arabs, such as the voiceless bilabial stop /p/, the voiced labio-dental fricative /v/, the voiceless affricate /ʧ/, the pronunciation of inter-dentals /θ/ and /ð/, the pronunciation of consonant clusters and the acquisition of English stress. The analysis shows that the difference in parameter settings (Chomsky, 1981b; Archibald, 1990; Dresher & Kay, 1990) between Arabic and English could easily explain why certain errors take place. A number of strategies such as sound substitution, consonant reduction, vowel epenthesis, glottal stop insertion, and the misplacement of stress, were employed in accordance with Arabic norms. The analysis also displayed that plenty of the strategies that were resorted to by the learners were similar to those found in child language and other L2 learning studies. The reader is reminded that the current research aims at investigating to what extent the linguistic processes exhibited in creolization and decreolization parallel those manifested by Arab learners of English in the above study in particular, and those of second/foreign language learning in general. But since the data in Mousa (1994) is enormous, care will be taken to cite only relevant information that serves the purpose of our investigation.
Data Elicitation in Mousa (1994)
Data elicitation involved an experiment with three phases: recognition task, production task and description of pictures. In the production task, a list containing 1012 words in isolation and in carrier sentences was prepared in such a way that vowels, consonants, sequences and word stress were written in separate sections. The learners were given one single section at a time to read. They were instructed to read silently the words and sentences in question twice before actually reading them out. Their utterances were recorded in a sound-treated room in the language laboratory at the English Language Centre, King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah. Recordings of individual subjects were done on separate tapes. Recognition task involved two phases. In the first phase, a list of 172 word pairs containing minimal pairs and pairs of similar words were recorded by a native speaker of English who worked as a professional language instructor. Our learners had to listen to the pairs and judge whether the relevant pairs consisted of similar or different words. In the second phase, a list of 100 word sets each of which contained three phonetically similar words was prepared and recorded on a tape by a professional native speaker. The list was handed out to the learners to read silently. They were then instructed to listen to each set and identify the word read out from each group after a short interval between the sets and the word to identify. The third means of data elicitation involved presenting the learners with 104 pictures and instructing them to name objects, describe entities or sequences (events). Their utterances were recorded in a sound-treated room (cf. appendices 1, 2, and 3, in Mousa (1994) , for the word lists and pictures). As mentioned earlier, limited data from Mousa (ibid) will be displayed here, due to the fact that only similar behaviours found in the speech of our learners and our Jamaican informants are discussed in the present research. Consider Table 3 for a sample of learners' utterances in Mousa (1994) .
Analysis and Discussion
It is one of the characteristics of West Indian English to realize these sounds as their dental counterparts /t/ and /d/ (Cassidy, 1961; Wells, 1982) . According to Holm (2000) , many of the linguistic features manifested in Jamaican Creole are also witnessed in other varieties of Atlantic Creole English. Thus, English "th" corresponds to Creole /d/ when voiced ("di"-the) or /t/, corresponds to unvoiced ("trout"-throat) p. 95. Use of these dental phonemes in the place of their counter inter-dentals is illustrated by rule 1:
This reads: an inter-dental, voiced or voiceless becomes dental. The above two fricatives are lacking in many languages of the world. This suggests that the speakers of these languages will experience some difficulty when learning languages in which /θ/ and /ð/ are part of the phonemic inventories. Indeed, speakers from different linguistic backgrounds have been reported to struggle when learning these two fricatives in English (cf.5). Although /θ/ and /ð/ are legitimate phonemes in classical Arabic, standard Arabic and some dialects of Arabic, speakers of many Arabic dialects are known for substituting /t/ and /d/ respectively for the above fricatives. Speakers of these dialects, including speakers of Hejazi Urban Dialect (spoken in the Western Province of Saudi Arabia), have the tendency of producing these stops instead of the fricatives in question when learning English as a foreign language.
Both Arabic L1 learners of English and speakers of Jamaican Creole seem to have substituted these two stops which are part of their phonemic inventories for the fricatives which are not (c.f. Tables 1-3). But these substitutions are not random. In other words, "sounds which share some feature, say, in point or manner of articulation will very often change in the same direction" (Arlotto, 1972: p. 71) . This is clearly seen in that the voiceless alveolar stop is used for the voiceless inter-dental fricative and the voiced alveolar stop for the voiced inter-dental fricative. The behaviour of Arab learners of English and the speakers of Jamaican Creole with respect to the above phonemes can be explained in terms of linguistic universals (cf. Holm, 2000) . According to this, sounds that are found throughout most of the world's languages, e.g., /m/ or /d/, are more likely to survive in Pidgins and Creoles than sounds that are relatively rare, e.g. /θ/ and /ð/. Indeed, these two sounds are exceedingly rare in the world's languages and are usually replaced by /t/ and /d/, respectively. Absence of these two fricatives in the phonemic charts of many languages indicates that they are marked (Jakobson, 1968) . Their acquisition comes with more exposure to English. Furthermore, the history of these two fricatives reveals that they are originally /t/ and /d/ respectively. For instance, in 1382 the word "autentick", for instance, was attested in English as a loan word from old French "autentique". Later on, it was discovered that it came originally from the ancient Greek "authentikos". Later on, in 1630, the spelling "authentique" emerged, and in 1682 it changed into "authentick". Likewise, until the middle of the 14 th century, the word "throne" was spelled "trone", from old French "trone" which in turn was discovered to have originated from the Greek "thronos". As a result, a new spelling with the fricative /θ/ spread and became accepted; /t/ was replaced eventually by [θ] in spoken English, (c.f. Arlotto 1972) .
As for the voiced fricative /ð/, in old English father and mother used to be pronounced as mōdor and foeder respectively, hence reporting a sound change which involved a shift of the stop /d/ to the fricative /ð/ in between vowels (Arlotto, ibid: 71) . Today, this is well attested in Spanish in what is known as "spirantization". In this language voiced stops change into voiced spirants (fricatives) intervocalically. Thus, banca-"bench", demora-"delay", gana-"desire" 
According to this rule (rule 3), an oral voiced consonant becomes a continuant (i.e. a fricative) between vowels. One can see that the above change is context-sensitive, which tends to produce more complex segments (Hyman, 1975) . It follows from this that in both creoles and inter-languages speakers opt for less complex gymnastics to get their messages across. Perhaps this explains the absence of voiced fricative allophones for [b, d, g] in Papiamentu, although it is a Spanish-based creole (Holm, 2000) . Provided that the fricatives /θ/ and /ð/ are lacking in the substrate languages of Jamaican Creole, then one can safely argue that our informants are preserving Old English pronunciations as suggested by Holm (2000) . Creoles based on different superstrate languages have been reported to preserve archaic usages of different aspects of language (cf. Holm, 2000) . For instance, initial /f/ in Latin (e.g. "facere"-"do, make") becomes /h/ in earlier Spanish "hacer" and then /θ/ in the modern standard. Yet, the /h/ pronunciation survives in Papiamentu "hasi"-"do, make" (Holm, 2000) . Moreover, in grammar, speakers of a number of English-based creoles use "from" as a conjunction with the temporal meaning of "since", e.g. "From I was a child I do that". According to Holm, the last recorded use of `from' with this meaning in The Oxford English Dictionary was in 1602, indicating that it was still current in standard speech when English invaded the Caribbean in the 17 th century. One important fact concerning the fricatives in question is pointed to by Gimson (1980) . He mentions that "in popular London speech, the difficulties of the dental articulation may lead to their replacement by labio-dental fricatives, e.g. throw it, Smith (/frəʊ ɪt, smɪf/), mother, breath in (/mʌvə, bri:v ɪn/). In this kind of speech, too, other alveolar articulations may be heard for the weak /ð/, e.g. all the way /ɔ:l də weɪ/, in the morning /ɪn də mɔ:nɪn/." (pp. 184-185) . Although the /ð ~ v/ alternation does not figure in the speech of the cab driver, the /ð ~ d/ alternation does. Thus, it is not unwarranted that he is not decisive whether it is more correct to use /ð/ or /d/, as he is exposed to both. Indeed, he once mentioned that he had many relatives and friends in London with whom he socialized. This might explain the variation in the use of this fricative sound in his speech.
In child language, these two sounds are among those acquired late by the child, and in most cases they are substituted by the stops /t/ and /d/, respectively (Cruttenden, 1979) . The sound /θ/, however, is also replaced by an acoustically similar fricative, i.e. /f/ (Ferguson, 1973) . Winitz (1969) (Weinreich, 1966) . English /θ/ to [t] by Punjabi/Urdu speakers (Verma et al., 1992; Denison, 1966) . English /ð/ to [v] by Hungarian speakers (Nemser, 1971) . English /θ/ to [f] by Japanese speakers (Sheldon & Strange, 1982) . English /θ/ to [s] by Dutch speakers (James, 1989) . English /θ, ð/ to [t, d] by Russian speakers (Weinreich, 1953) . English /θ, ð/ to [s, z] by Japanese speakers (Weinreich, 1953) . English /θ, ð/ to [f, d] by Chinese speakers (Hung, 2004) . English /θ, ð/ to [t] by Finglish 2 speakers (Randell, 2004) . One can notice that all the above sound substitutions made by the child are also attested in adult L2 learner's speech. Regarding our learners, the speakers of Hejazi Arabic, although the two sounds are authentic Arabic phonemes, they are not part of their phonemic inventory (Basalamah, 1990; Ingham, 1971; Omar, 1975) . Nevertheless, speakers of this dialect are fully aware of the fact that these are genuine Arabic sounds and do really pronounce them authentically should they need to. That is, our learners do pronounce /θ/ and /ð/ when speaking formally. Yet, it is quite interesting that these speakers opt for /t, d/ instead, perhaps being less marked than the fricatives concerned. Another possible explanation for this tendency is to assume the strong effect of L1 (i.e. Hejazi Urban dialect). However, the renditions displayed in (5) should not downplay the fact that /t/ and /d/ are the most favourite substitutes for the fricatives in question (Gilbers et al., 2007; Peust, 1996; Hattem, 2009 ). We may draw on Jackobson's (1968) markedness theory to explain this. Jackobson claims that stops are acquired before fricatives and serve as substitutes for fricatives. This claim, according to Atkinson (1982: p. 33) , "is related to the claim that, in the languages of the world, we can find instances which lack fricatives while containing stops but no instances for which the opposite is true. Thus, if a language has fricatives then it has stops".
In the situations where the speakers of creole come in contact with the speakers of the superstrate language, i.e. the lexical donor language, there has been a historical tendency for the Creole to shed its most salient features which set it apart from the donor language which is usually European. This process is known as "decreolization". It results in "a continuum of varieties from those farthest from the superstrate (the basilect) to those closest (the acrolect), with mesolectal or intermediate varieties between them (Holm, 2000: p. 10) . The extent to which an individual speaker is decreolized will, of course, be determined by the amount of the encounter he/she has with acrolectal speakers. That is, an individual's linguistic development is socially determined (Schumann & Stauble, 1983) . For instance, Rickford (1999) reports that Mr. Seymour, a cane-cutter who can speak a basilectal/lower mesolectal variety of creole, rarely uses this in the interview situations. As a "big-time" contractor, with plenty of occupational and other contacts outside the village where he lives, he generally uses an upper mesolectal/acrolectal variety with his interviewees. Mr. Seymour's younger daughter Katherine, who goes to school, however, speaks what Rickford (ibid) calls an almost flawless acrolet, and amazingly enough, seems incapable of speaking the basilectal and lower mesolectal realizations of creole.
According to Le Page and Tabouret-Keller (1985) , commenting on a speaker of Belizean English-based creole who left the creole environment, she was much on her guard linguistically than she had been earlier when she had been one of the "broader creole speakers". They add, however, that other Belizeans who did not have the same chance and therefore had to remain as agricultural labourers or as factory workers exhibited less linguistic change. From the above situation Rickford (ibid) concludes that, urged by the awareness of the so called social prestige and stigma associated with the varieties of Belizean speech (hence a sociopsychological motive), those speakers did their utmost to increase their capability in using lects closer to the standard English end of the continuum.
Despite the fact that it is one of the characteristics of West Indian English to realize these two sounds as their dental counterparts /t/ and /d/ (Cassidy, 1961; Wells, 1982; Holm, 2000) , one of the informants (the cab driver) produces RP inter-dentals. This happens when he emphasizes something. For instance, in casual speech he says /sɪvɪn θɜ:rtɪ/ "seven thirty" and /ðɪs do:r/ "this door", pointing to the door. It is quite surprising that the other in-formant does not report a single instance of a successful utterance of either of the fricatives in question. The point here is self-explained. That is, the driver's encounters with speakers of standard English must have lead to the enhancement of his pronunciation. On the other hand, the good performance of our English L2 learners pertaining to these two fricatives may be explained as follows. We assume that our Arab learners' phonological level which reflects their mental representation of these two fricatives has /θ, ð/ and /t, d/. The phonetic level has them as /t, d/ only. At an early stage of their L2 linguistic development, there is a phonological rule merging /θ, ð/with /t, d/, and because the learners lack experience as to which of the pairs is used in RP, they transfer the sounds they normally use in Hejazi Arabic into English. But more exposure to RP through formal instructions and/or encounters with RP speakers is expected to awaken them to use more accurate pronunciation of these fricatives. Our cab driver and advanced learners' use of these fricatives lends support to this point. However, one limitation of this study is the number of informants. As we have seen in the analysis, a great deal of their behaviour resembles that of other Jamaican and Caribbean speakers, as indicated by Cassidy (1961) , Bailey (1966) , Cassidy and Le Page (1967) , Bickerton (1995) , and Holm (2000), among others. In addition, findings of case-studies, with limited numbers of informants, have enormously enriched the area of applied linguistics (cf, Burling, 1978; Smith, 1973) .
Conclusion
This paper is an investigation of the extent to which linguistic processes found in creolization are similar to those manifested by Arab learners of English, and also those found in child language and second/foreign language in general. The link between second/foreign language and historical change is highlighted. The performance of Saudi university students was compared to the speech of two speakers of Broad Jamaican Creole and to data from child language, with a particular focus on the pronunciation of English inter-dental fricatives /θ/ and /ð/. It was found that learning in the above three situations took place according to the same principles. Furthermore, the sound substitutions made in the three situations (i.e. [t], [d] respectively) were the same as those witnessed in historical sound change. These findings can have effects on teaching and learning approaches and also on curriculum design.
